National Cattlemen's Beef Association

February 1 at 3:00 PM

Share your calf pictures with #MyHerdFuelsMe and you may see them on the screen at Booth 743. For every photo displayed, Zoetis will donate $1 to the @NationalFFA. Learn more. MyHerdFuelsMe.com
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National Cattlemen's Beef Association was live with Purina Cattle. Purina export Elizabeth Backes joins us to discuss how a focus on BCS this calving season can benefit key indicators of breeding success:
- Conception rates...
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“When you have a significant investment in the land, weed control is important,” says Dr. Nancy Jackson. Keeping weeds under control is crucial for Jackson’s grazing acres. Learn how DuraCor™ herbicide controls weeds for maximum pasture productivity: [https://bit.ly/39IOkQy](https://bit.ly/39IOkQy)
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“When we’ve killed all the weeds … all we see is a sea of grass.” Sound nice?

Cattle producer Tommy Brandenberger achieves this on his pasture with strong herbicide control. Learn how DuraCor™ herbicide provides broad-spectrum weed control: [https://bit.ly/3apFwJH](https://bit.ly/3apFwJH)